**PanzerBlitz, Situation #22**

**RUSSIAN FORCES**
Advance elements of the Soviet 131st Rifle Corps enter on East edge.

**GERMAN FORCES**
Forward units of the 6th Mountain Division set up anywhere on board.

**Victory Conditions:**
- Russian wins by: 1.) clearing the power plant (Bednost) of all German units, or 2.) cutting both power lines west of the plant (along the 2 roads leading from Bednost to the edge of board 2).
- This is accomplished by leaving a unit on the road — uninvited — for a full turn. When the wire is cut the unit is automatically eliminated. The process must be repeated on the other road.
- German wins if Russian cannot fulfill victory conditions.

**PanzerBlitz, Situation #23**

**Meeting Engagement: Derbercen, Hungary**
(12/10/44). Occasionally during the desperate weeks of autumn, 1944, German panzer units found themselves able and willing to strike back at the Russian onslaught. Armeegruppe Woehler, reinforced by fresh units from Budapest, pocketed Cavalry-Mechanized Group “Pliyev” near Debrecen. The 6th Guards Tank Army struck back resulting in one of the wildest melee of the war.

**RUSSIAN FORCES**
C-MG Pliyev enters from the West edge; 6th Guards Tank Army from East edge.

**GERMAN FORCES**
Armeegruppe Woehler (elements of the 8th Army) set up first anywhere on board.

**Victory Conditions:**
- Russians win if they have cleared a corridor, 3 hexes wide and free of German units, from East to West edges. Germans win if they can maintain a similar corridor from North to South edges. Anything else is a draw.